Welcome to Toyota Service Advantage
Your Toyota doesn’t just get you from A to B, it does so much more. Whether it’s taking the
kids to soccer or helping you get to important appointments on time, it makes sense to
look after the one that looks after you. Servicing as per the recommended service schedule is essential and this is even easier with Toyota Service Advantage on new Toyotas. This
means that for a minimum of the ﬁrst three years or 60,000km, you’ll pay the same capped
price for your eligible logbook services1. Better still, that includes all items covered in your
service schedule, such as Toyota Genuine Parts, labour and ﬂuids and it can be carried out
at any one of over 290 Toyota Service centres across the country. It’s just another way
Toyota looks after you and your vehicle; we call it a Lifetime of Toyota Advantages.

Servicing as per the recommended schedule:
Helps to ensure optimum performance and fuel eﬃciency
Helps to reduce running costs
Assists with maintaining the future value of your vehicle
Helps to ensure the safety of you and your passengers.

Time v Distance
Did you know that a short, stop-start journey is one of the hardest forms of work an
engine can endure? Or that engine oil, like gear oils and transmission ﬂuids, breaks down
over time? That’s why your Toyota’s optimum service interval depends as much on time
and driving conditions, as it does on distance. If you don’t do a lot of kilometres, you
should have your Toyota serviced according to the recommended time based service
intervals. Alternatively, if you use your car more regularly it is likely you’ll reach the kilometre interval ﬁrst and therefore your servicing should be based on the recommended
distance travelled. Remember it’s not time or distance, it’s whichever you reach ﬁrst.

How much will you pay?
Yaris, Corolla, Rukus, Prius, Prius C, Prius V

$1401

Tarago, Kluger, Rav4, Hilux, Hiace

$1801

LandCruiser 200, Prado, FJ Cruiser

$2201

LandCruiser 70 Series

$3101

Coaster

$3601

86

$1801

Camry (Jan 2015 onwards), Camry Hybrid (Jan 2015
onwards), Aurion (Jan 2015 onwards)

$1401

Contact your Toyota Dealer or go to toyota.com.au/advantage for other exclusions, eligibility and full details.

